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Not only is the interface frustrating, the ads and constant redirects are impossible
to deal with. One of the best things about Chrome is that you don't have to sign in
to anything, and your history is kept right there (with a select few exceptions). But

every video ad I load is "insecure" and redirects me to a page that thinks my
password is in clear text. Is there a way to either remove that cloud (I hate

Amazon) or turn off all the video ads? Your original post was missing a lot of
detail: the reason the ads are redirecting, the Chrome version, the version of
Windows, etc. But you mentioned it is your only browser, and that's why I'm

asking. However, note that Google has been replacing itself with a bot that only
follows redirects and will redirect even if you're logged in or are on a secure page.
On a very basic level you're telling Chrome to close itself and it's going to do it no
matter what (unless you tell it to leave Chrome open to block certain domains).
The other option is to use a different browser. My initial response was based on

this not being a secure solution. A person who followed your steps would be
running an insecure browser that would now be storing every site you've been to
in the background, regardless of if it's on a secure page or not, which would allow

someone to retrieve the information (unless you're really careful about the
settings). Other browsers handle privacy stuff more securely: Firefox; Safari; and
Edge. In fact, one of the newer versions of the Chrome browser allows you to set

up a "legacy" Chrome, in which your history and bookmarks are saved, but not the
tabs. Just like your Google account, you can actually create a new profile on
Chrome and set up new tabs there, but the old tabs will still be stored in the

"legacy" mode. As for the ads that redirect you (which I always block; try ctrl+F5 if
the ads redirect you to a third-party site), you're not the only one who has had this
problem. This article goes into more detail about how to get rid of them. Basically,
you need to: Open the Google Ads settings. Click the Settings cog at the top of the

page. Select the account for which you want to manage settings, and then click
Manage accounts. Click the Google ads account you want to edit. Scroll to the

bottom
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